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Traits
Characters in the New Kingdoms are defined by 
four basic traits as well as their training. Traits 
are measured on a scale of 1 to 6, with 2 being 
the average trait for an adult human. A starting 
character has 12 points to divide between these 
four traits, and must place a minimum of 1 point 
in each trait.

Talent.  A character's natural abilities – this is a 
measure  of  your  natural  strength,  agility  and 
endurance.  In  most  adventure  stories,  young 
characters  have  a  lot  of  talent,  while  older 
characters make up for their talent with training 
and skill. 

Skill. Heroes are more than just what they were 
born  with.  Skill  measures  your  training  in 
physical and / or  magical pursuits. A character 
who has had a lot of training as a knight, soldier 
or  socerer  would  have  a  high  Skill,  while  a 
young squire would have a lower Skill.

Knowledge.  A  measure  of  your  learning  and 
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education. Knowledge is used to determine what 
you know and is also used in studied magic and 
psionics.  Basic  low-level  litteracy  is  achieved 
with  2  points  in  Knowledge,  but  scribes  and 
nobles typically have 3 or more.

Willpower.  The  measure  of  a  character's 
composure,  wisdom  and  mental  resilience  as 
well as sheer bull-headedness. Willpower keeps 
a  character  going  when  all  else  is  working 
against them.

Derived Traits
The four character traits are used on their own 
for many tasks, but are also used in combination 
with  each  other  to  determine  a  number  of 
abilities such as a character's  prowess with the 
sword or in magic, as well as a character's overall 
stamina to survive combat and hardship.

Fighting: Talent + Skill
Fortitude: (Talent + Willpower) x 2
Hedge Magic: Talent + Knowledge
Sorcery: Skill + Knowledge
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Channeled Magic: Skill + Willpower
Psionics: Knowledge + Willpower

Training
Specific  specializations  and  trainings  are  what 
can  define  one  character  from  another 
mechanically  beyond  their  initial  traits.  While 
two characters might both have Talent and Skill 
of  4  each,  one  may  be  trained  as  a  knight, 
specialized in swordsmanship and fighting from 
horseback in armour, while the other may be a 
stealthy and skilled second-story man who steals 
from the merchants and temples of Khalis. The 
difference  (beyond  role-playing)  lies  in  their 
training.

Trained abilities are linked to specific traits and 
add  to  rolls  that  use  that  trait.  Thus  they  are 
divided  by  trait,  with  Talent  Training,  Skill 
Training,  Knowledge  Training  and  Willpower 
Training. 

Training exists  in  three levels,  basic,  advanced 
and expert. Basic training provides a +1 bonus, 
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Advanced a +2,  and Expert  training provides a 
+3 bonus on applicable rolls.

Standard Training
The following are some of the more “standard” 
trainings available.  These are  fields  of training 
that  almost  all  characters  have  access  to, 
regardless of their calling. Trainings specific to a 
character's  calling  are  detailed  in  that  calling's 
booklet.

Starting characters receive four points to spend 
on  standard  training  before  choosing  their 
Calling. No more than two points can be spent in 
any one category (Talent,  Skill,  Knowledge,  or 
Willpower).

Note that magical training has special rules, and 
refer  to  booklet  9  (Magic  &  Spellcasting)  for 
more information for characters that take training 
in  one  or  more  of  the  spellcasting  fields  (or 
psionics).
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Talent Training
Alertness | Adds to Talent checks against Stealth 
checks and to spot hidden items.
Intimidation | Adds to checks to persuade others  
through threats. Opposed by Resolve.
Streetwise |  Adds  to  checks  to  find  people,  
information  and  items  through grey  and  black  
market channels.
Brawling |  Adds  to  Combat  checks  when  
unarmed. Also increases unarmed damage.
Subterfuge |  Adds to checks to lie. Opposed by  
Resolve.

Skill Training
Larceny |  Adds  to  Skill  checks  to  steal,  pick  
pocket and open locks surruptitiously.
Riding | Adds to checks to maneuver mounted on 
horseback. Adds to jousting Combat checks.
Shield |  Reduces  the  Skill  penalty  for  using  a 
shield by 1 per level.
Stealth |  Adds to checks to avoid being spotted  
and to hide items.
Weaponry |  Must  be  specialized  with  one 
particular weapon type. Adds to Combat checks.  
Can  be  taken  multiple  times  with  different  
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weapons.
Wilderness |  Adds to checks to track and hunt  
and survive in the wilderness.

Knowledge Training
Hedge Magic |  Adds to Hedge Magic checks to  
cast hedge spells.  Each level grants 4 levels of  
spells from the Hedge Magic list.
Lore |  Must  be  specialized  –  World  Lore,  
Undead Lore, Magic Lore, etc. A lore at +3 adds  
+1  to  any  rolls  associated  with  that  lore 
(attacking  undead  for  Undead  Lore,  casting  
spells with Magic Lore, etc).
Investigation |  Adds  to  checks  to  find  secret  
doors  and  panels  as  well  as  determine  events 
that transpired.
Language |  Each level grants the character an 
additional  spoken language (and written if  the 
character has enough levels of Knowledge).

Willpower Training
Leadership | Adds to checks to influence people  
and get things done.
Resolve |  Adds to checks to resist  intimidation 
and subterfuge.
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Callings
Finally,  each  character  must  select  a  Calling. 
Some callings specify a race for the character as 
well  as  the  training  he  or  she  receives.  Select 
these callings carefully, because they also restrict 
what other callings a character can find in time. 

Also note that any Kale callings will result in the 
character dealing with the social implications of 
being a Kale in a world that would rather forget 
they ever existed.

See the Callings booklets for more information 
on Callings.
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